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PLATES  77--80. 
In a previous paper,  1 I  concluded that no proof had hitherto been 
given that adrenalin is ever present in detectable amount in normal 
sera from the general circulation.  I have since examined by similar 
methods a  number of sera  from clinical cases.  In the first paper, 
the literature on the alleged detection of adrenalin  in pathological 
sera and the so-called estimation of the variations in the adrenalin 
content of the blood in different diseases was  sufficiently covered, 
and few further references will be given here. 
In describing my own results,  I  shall examine and illustrate by 
special  experiments  the  difficulties  in  the  methods  hitherto  em- 
ployed which, in my opinion, render the search for adrenalin under 
any conditions in the general circulation quite unpromising and at 
present devoid of practical importance in clinical work.  As will be 
shown, the methods used do suffice for the detection of adrenalin in 
serum obtained more or less directly from the adrenal glands when 
they are excited to activity.  Accordingly, the failure of the methods 
in the case of the general mixed Mood is due, not to their inadequacy 
to  detect  adrenalin,  but  to  the  absence  of  that  substance  in  the 
general circulation or to  its presence in a  concentration below the 
limit recognizable by the so-called biological tests. 
Since these tests, with the objects employed, depend solely on the 
interpretation of tracings,  it is necessary to  reproduce a  consider- 
able number of these and to refer to them in detail. 
* Received for publication, March 18, I912. 
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TECHNIQUE. 
The  technique  was  the  same  as  that  described  in  the  previous  paper,  seg- 
ments  of rabbit  small intestine and  of rabbit  uterus  constituting the test objects. 
The  animals  were killed by  a  blow.  In  a  few experiments  the  rabbit  was  kept 
under  urethane  given by stomach tube.  But this  seemed to cause  irregularity in 
the  beats  of  the  intestinal  segments,  rendering  them  somewhat  unsatisfactory 
till after repeated  washing.  The oxygen stream  entered the apparatus  by a  side 
tube  opening  low in  a  small  cylinder.  The  tube  was  of  capillary  bore  so  as  to 
give small  bubbles  of oxygen,  and  at the  same  time to  take  up  only a  little  of 
the liquid in the cylinder. 
It is  scarcely necessary  to  mention  that  the  steadiness  and  sufficiency of  the 
oxygen stream  were sedulously controlled.  Otherwise grave errors  of  interpre- 
tation of the changes in the curves can very easily occur.  For example, in figure 
I  an  intestine  preparation  was  beating  in  Ringer.  At  6  the  oxygen supply  was 
increased and  a  great  increase in the size of the beats  occurred,  both  the  maxi- 
mum contraction  and  the  maximum  relaxation  being  markedly  augmented.  At 
6  in  figure  31  precisely  the  opposite effect at  first  accompanied  the  increase  in 
oxygen; viz., a  great  drop  in tone,  succeeded by a  more lasting  and  steady  rise. 
The  condition  of  the  preparation  at  the  moment  is,  without  doubt,  an  im- 
portant  factor  in  relation  to  the  effect of  variations  in  the  oxygen  supply.  In 
figure  8,  with  a  uterus  preparation  which  was  contracting  rather  feebly  in 
Ringer, an increase  in the oxygen at  6 caused  a  prompt and great  increase  both 
in the individual beats  and  in tone,  which,  if it had  coincided with  the addition 
of a  suspected  serum,  might easily have been taken  for an adrenalin  effect. 
The  liquid  in  the  cylinder  was  always  replaced  by  running  the  new  liquid 
into  the  bottom  of  the  cylinder  and  allowing  the  displaced  liquid  to  overflow 
into  the bath.  A  separate  narrow  tube  piercing  the  rubber  cork  which  closed 
the bottom of the cylinder and  connected with a  small  funnel was first employed 
for this purpose,  but  it was  soon  discarded  as presenting  no  advantages,  and  in 
the great  majority  of  the  experiments  the  new  liquid  was  added by  passing  a 
pipette  drawn  to  a  fine point  down  to the bottom  of the  cylinder.  The  pipette 
was  slipped  down  along  the glass  and  did  not  interfere  at  all  with  the  prepa- 
ration.  The pipette was bent at a  right angle so that  when the point was in the 
cylinder its other limb, connected with a  small rubber tube and glass mouthpiece, 
was horizontal.  The horizontal  limb was graduated so that the amount of liquid 
introduced was accurately known.  As a rule, it was just enough to fill the cylinder, 
and  displaced,  therefore, all the liquid previously present.  Thus  the preparation 
was  always  completely immersed  in  liquid and  the disturbance  caused  by alter- 
nately emptying and  filling the cylinder, during  which the preparation alternately 
sinks to the bottom and is floated up again to the top, being now in contact with 
gaseous  oxygen and  now with liquid, was  avoided. 
The  apparatus  is conveniently made  in different  sizes  by cutting  down  glass 
T-pieces.  Half a  dozen cylinders of different capacity were constructed  but two 
were  used  mainly:  one,  referred  to  as  the  larger  apparatus,  holding  without 
the preparation  4.5  c.e.;  the other,  referred  to as  the smaller apparatus,  holding 
without  the  preparation  2.5  c.c.  When  the  supply  of  serum  was  abundant,  the 
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position, 4 c.c. of serum or other liquid sufficed completely to  displace the con- 
tents of the larger apparatus, and 2 c.c. to  displace  the  contents of the smaller. 
The apparatus used and the weight of the preparation after drying with blot- 
ting paper were always noted since the action of a  substance such as  adrenalin 
is  influenced, not  only by  its  concentration, but  also  by the  relation its  total 
amount bears to  the mass of  the tissue affected. 
What has just been said of  adrenalin is true also of  serum.  The necessity 
of controlling this factor is well illustrated in figure 2.  At 33, while an intestine 
preparation was  contracting rather  feebly in Ringer, x c.e. of  dog  serum was 
introduced into the small apparatus. It  displaced about half of the Ringer and 
was  soon mixed up  with  the  rest  by the bubbles of oxygen  forming a  serum 
diluted with  its  own volume of  Ringer's solution.  The size  of  the beats  was 
much increased with very little increase of tone.  At 34, 2 c.c. of the serum was 
run in, displacing all the diluted serum, and a marked increase of tone occurred. 
The preparation was always tested with adrenalin solutions of different con- 
centrations, made up in the suspected serum, or in a control serum, or in Ringer's 
solution, or in all three.  Such comparisons for  each  preparation are  essential. 
The  adrenalin  chlorid  solution  (i: I,ooo)  of Parke,  Davis  and  Company 
was  employed.  As  a  rule, no  bottle was  used  more  than three  or  four  days 
after  it  had  first been opened.  For  the  more  important experiments a  fresh 
bottle was invariably opened.  The adrenalin was of course kept in the ice chest. 
After the application of  a  given serum or  solution the  preparation was  thor- 
oughly washed  with Ringer's solution  (introduced by the pipette already men- 
tioned) before a new observation was begun.  Unless otherwise stated, the liquid 
tested was introduced while the preparation was beating in Ringer. 
COMPLICATING EFFECT OF SERUM  ON THE TESTS. 
The  difficulty of  detecting  adrenalin  in  blood  serum  is  greatly 
enhanced  by  the  fact  that  serum  itself  exerts  a  marked  influence 
on the  biological objects  which  are  probably the  most  sensitive to 
adrenalin; namely, the intestine and uterus.  Serum  causes a  great 
increase of  tone in both  objects.  In the  case  of  the  intestine, the 
adrenalin inhibition must overcome the pressor  2 effect of the serum 
before it can manifest itself.  In the case  of the uterus, at least  in 
that of the adult uterus which has been once impregnated, the serum 
and  adrenalin  effects  are  in  the  same  direction,  both  causing  an 
increase of tone.  In.this case,  therefore,  the presence of adrenalin 
in a  given serum can be  revealed only by an increase in the  effect 
of the serum.  The tone-increasing  power of foreign serum (horse) 
*  Although the term "pressor"  is usually employed by physiologists in rela- 
tion to increase in tone of blood-vessels, it will be convenient sometimes to use 
it here to denote an increase in tone of smooth musele of the intestine and uterus, 
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on the  smooth  muscle of  perfused blood-vessels  of  cats,  recently 
investigated by  Schultz,  a  opens  to  objection the  perfusion  test  of 
Trendelenberg.  Such  test  objects  are,  therefore,  very much  less 
sensitive for adrenalin when it is in serum or blood than when it is in 
simple solutions, like Ringer's.  This lack of sensitiveness in serum 
will continue to be a difficulty until means have been adopted either 
to eliminate the pressor effect of the serum without at the same time 
destroying  the  adrenalin  or  to  eliminate  the  adrenalin  without 
affecting  the  pressor  effect  of  the  serum.  The  observation  of 
Schultz  4  that,  after  boiling,  the  pressor  action  of  serum  on  seg- 
ments of intestine is much diminished, is of interest in this connection. 
Each  specimen  of  serum,  not  only  from  different  animals  or 
different normal human beings or different clinical cases, but  from 
different points  in the circulation of one and the same  animal,  or 
from the same point at different times, might be expected to differ 
in  its  pressor  activity  on  the  organs  with  smooth  muscle.  As  a 
matter of fact, this has, in a large number of instances, been shown 
to be the case.  It is clear that if an intestine preparation is beating 
in serum A  and the replacement of serum A  by serum B  causes a 
diminution  in  tone,  it  cannot  be  concluded  that  this  is  due  to 
adrenalin or to an adrenalin-like substance, unless it is known that 
the pressor effect of B  (apart  from any adrenalin content it may 
have)  is  not  less  than  that  of  A.  If  it  is  less  than  that  of 
A, a  fall of the curve may be expected to occur when B  displaces A, 
even if B is altogether free from adrenalin.  In the present ,as in the 
previous investigation, this difficulty is eliminated as far as p6ssible 
by using  a  second  smooth muscle preparation  (uterus)  on  which 
the normal action of adrenalin is to produce ,an increase of tone.  If 
the fall of tone supposed to have been caused by B  in the intestine 
preparation when it displaced A  is due to the pressor effect of B  on 
the smooth muscle being less than that of A, then serum B  ought 
also to cause a fall of tone in a uterus preparation previously beating 
in serum A.  On the other hand, if the action is due to adrenalin or 
to a sympatho-mimetic substance, B  ought to increase still more the 
tone of the uterus preparation  already increased by A.  Probably 
* W. H.  Schultz, Your. Pharmacol. and Exper. Therap.,  i912 ,  iii,  299. 
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the same would apply to the smooth muscle of blood vessels, which 
might  be  substituted  for  the  uterus  in  discriminating  between 
changes  of  tone  produced  by  adrenalin  and  those  produced  by 
differences  in  the  pressor  activity  of  different  sera  for  smooth 
muscle.  The complicating effect of serum on the detection of adren- 
alin  added  directly to  it  was  illustrated  by  special  experiments  in 
which  solutions  of  adrenalin  of  different  strengths  in  fresh  calf 
serum were compared with solutions of equal strength in Ringer's. 
In figure 3  it is shown that with the volumes of liquid employed 
(enough to displace the liquid in the larger apparatus)  a  solution of 
adrenalin in serum  (I : IO,OOO,OOO) produced a  distinct preliminary 
inhibition before the increase of tone due to the serum (observation 
31 ), although the diminution of tone was much less than in observa- 
tion  33  in the  same  figure,  where,  after  washing  the  preparation 
with  Ringer's  solution,  the  latter  was  replaced  by  adrenalin 
(I : IO,OOO,OOO) in Ringer.  With the adrenalin-Ringer solution the 
period of diminished tone was  succeeded by a  period of increased 
tone  with  some  increase  in  the  force  of  the  beats,  although  the 
maximum tone reached was far less than with the adrenalin-serum. 
In figure 4  is shown a much more marked preliminary inhibition of 
the same intestine preparation by adrenalin ( I : 5,ooo,ooo) in the calf 
serum.  In  figure  5,  where  a  much weaker  solution  of  adrenalin 
(I : 25,ooo,ooo  )  in Ringer was made to replace Ringer  (observation 
2o), the inhibitory effect is unmistakable.  On the other hand, at 23 
and 27, adrenalin ( I : 25,ooo,  ooo )  in the serum produced little if any 
preliminary  inhibition  of  :the  intestine,  although  the  effect  of  the 
adrenalin  might  possibly  be  recognized  and  to  a  certain  extent 
estimated  by  comparing  the  amount  and,  especially  the  duration 
of the increase in tone in the serum-adrenalin curves with the same 
changes  in  the  serum  curve  (observation  25).  But  the  fact  that 
even with the conditions kept as constant as possible the increase of 
tone was  much more transient  in  23  than  in 27, although in both 
cases  it was distinctly less persistent  than  in 25,  where  the  serum 
alone was added, shows how difficult it would be to detect ad~renalin 
in serum with certainty in anything like this dilution, even where the 
control serum is identical with that containing the adrenalin, a condi- 
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In  figure  6,  with  the  same  intestine  preparation,  adrenalin  in 
serum  (z:5o,ooo,ooo ,  observation 35)  produced an effect so  little 
different from that of the serum itself (37)  that its detection could 
not  be  relied on.  The  somewhat quicker descent after the  maxi- 
mum increase of tone in observation 35  was too little marked to be 
used as a  criterion.  With a  solution of adrenalin in Ringer of the 
strength of z : 5o,ooo,ooo added to the same preparation after wash- 
ing with Ringer, the typical adrenalin reaction was perfectly distinct 
(observation 39, figure 6).  In these observations, then, where the 
adrenalin was actually added to the serum, and where, accordingly, 
the  conditions  for  faultless  control  experiments  existed,  the  test 
would unquestionably have  failed  for dilutions over I :25,0o0,o0o, 
and  probably  would  have  been  too  uncertain  for  considerably 
stronger  solutions,  and  this,  too,  with  a  sensitive  intestinal  prep- 
aration. 
With a  preparation which was less sensitive,  although  from the 
same  rabbit,  and  not  so  long  isolated  (figure  7),  a  I :5,oo0,ooo 
dilution of adrenalin in serum was required (observation 7)  to give 
an unequivocal effect as compared with the serum itself  (observa- 
tion 4).  At Iz the adrenalin-serum was again added.  In both cases 
although there was a  slight initial inhibition, the main effect was a 
more prompt relaxation after the preliminary rise due to the serum. 
The maximum increase of tone,  however, was practically as great 
with the serum containing adrenalin as with the normal serum. 
In figures 8  to  z2 the same serum and solutions of adrenalin in 
serum were tested on a rabbit uterus preparation.  At 5  (figure 8), 
Ringer was replaced by adrenalin (z :25,0o0,o00 )  in serum, and at 
7 by adrenalin (I :25,ooo,0oo )  in Ringer.  In figure 9 at IO and z2, 
solutions  of adrenalin  (I:5o,ooo,ooo)  in  serum and Ringer  were 
similarly  compared;  in  figure  zo,  solutions  of  I:IO,Ooo, ooo;  in 
figure  IZ,  solutions  of  I :5,ooo,  o0o.  In all  of these dilutions  the 
presence of  serum  notably  modified the  curve,  causing a  greater 
increase of tone and a  longer and more complete cessation of con- 
tractions at the maximum of the tone increase.  It is only with quite 
strong  adrenalin  solutions  that  the  curve  became  essentially  the 
same whether serum was present or not.  Thus in figure I2, adren- 
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same effect as adrenalin in Ringer  (I : 5o,ooo, observation 34); i. e., 
a marked and durable increase of tone and stoppage of contractions. 
DETECTION  OF ADRENALIN  IN BLOOD  FROM  TIlE ADRENALS. 
We  shall  now show that the method in our hands is capable of 
detecting  adrenalin in serum when the blood,  either  undiluted or not 
greatly diluted  with other blood,  is obtained from the adrenal gland 
under conditions  favorable  to the liberation of adrenalin.  This 
seems all  the more necessary as the supposed proof of the liberation 
of adrenalin as a normal event rests  mainly on indirect  experiments. 
If the question is to be properly tested  it is clear  that mechanical 
interference with  the  gland  or  with  its blood  supply must  be 
avoided,  5 for it is more than probable that  in asphyxia  of the  gland 
or when it  .is  mechanically manipulated a certain amount of adren- 
alin  may get into  the circulation.  This was tested as follows : 
Experiment o~ February 13, I912,.--A dog weighing 7.5 kilos was anesthetized 
with ether.  A  cannula was inserted into the peripheral end of the right femoral 
vein and a  sample of defibrinated blood obtained  from it.  The serum  separated 
from this blood by the centrifuge is serttm-I.  Then a cannula was inserted  into 
the  peripheral  end  of  the  transverse  lumbar  vein  which  courses•  over  the  left 
adrenal  gland  between  the  gland  and  the  inferior vena eava.  Care was  taken 
as  far  as possible to  avoid manipulation  of the gland.  The blood  was  allowed 
to  escape  from the  vein  while the  cannula  was being put  in  and  the  flow was 
never  interrupted.  Then the  lumbar  vein  was  ligated  before  it  reached  the 
gland,  so  that  only the  adrenal  contribution  passed  through  the  ¢annula.  A 
sample  of  blood  was  collected  from  the  cannula,  which  yielded  serum  II.  A 
third  specimen of blood  from which  serum  III  was  separated,  was  then  taken 
at  once  from the  adrenal  cannula  during  vigorous massage  of  the  gland  with 
the  fingers.  Afterwards the  rest  of  the  blood  in  the animal  was  drawn  from 
the right carotid and the separated  serum labelled serum IV.  All samples were 
at once put on ice and the centrifugalizing was conducted  in a  cool' room.  The 
two  adrenals  together  weighed  1.3  grams.  The tests with rabbit  intestine  and 
uterus  (in the small apparatus)  were begun within three  hours  of etherization. 
•  In figure 13, observations 2, 4, and 9 show theincrease of tone in 
the  intestine  preparation  when  Ringer's  solution  was  replaced 
respectively by serum  I,  serum  II,  and  serum  III.  Although  the 
maximum increase produced by serum II is somewhat less than the 
maximum  for the other two sera,  this  as already pointed  out is  in 
itself no evidence of the presence of adrenalin.  The effect upon the 
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same  intestine  preparation  of  replacing  Ringer  by  serum  III  (as 
shown at 6  in figure  14)  was very different.  There was practically 
no increase of tone or only a  very slight  one, while the beats even- 
tually became much smaller.  This  distinctly suggests the  presence 
of adrenalin  in considerable concentration.  Observation  I I  (figure 
13)  shows the effect of replacing Ringer by adrenalin  I :25,ooo,oo0 
in serum IV.  The  maximum  increase of tone was much legs than 
that caused by serum IV itself, but there was no preliminary  inhibi- 
tion.  The  same was true  of adrenalin  I:I2,5oo,ooo in  serum  IV 
(observation 13, figure 13 ), while adrenalin  I : 12,SOO,OOO in Ringer 
(observation  15)  caused  a  distinct  inhibitory  effect.  Adrenalin 
I : 1,25o,ooo in serum IV produced slight inhibition when it replaced 
Ringer  (figure  15 ,  observation  17),  but  this  inhibition  was  suc- 
ceeded by a  very  fair  increase  of tone,  although  the  beats became 
much smaller.  When Ringer was replaced by adrenalin  I : 1,25o,ooo 
in Ringer at 19, figure 15, the inhibitory effect was quite pronounced. 
The  tone  of the preparation  beating in  Ringer  (at  18)  was  about 
the  same  as  before  17  .  In  order  to  save  space  in  grouping  the 
tracings,  the relative position of the curves to the base line was not 
preserved.  The  increase of tone produced by the  adrenalin-serum 
was so much greater than that  caused by serum III in  figure  14 as 
to suggest strongly that if the absence of the pressor effect in serum 
III was due to its neutralization  by adrenalin,  the  concentration  of 
adrenalin  in  serum  III  must  have  been  considerably  greater  than 
I : 1,25o,  ooo.  This  estimate was confirmed in  figure  16 where the 
suspected  serum  was  caused  to  replace  a  control  serum.  At  28, 
serum IV replaced Ringer,  and at 29 serum IV was itself replaced 
by serum III.  There  was  an  immediate  and  considerable  drop  in 
the curve.  At 36 in figure  16,  Ringer was replaced by serum  IV, 
and this at 37 by adrenalin  I : 12,Soo,ooo in serum IV.  The inhibi- 
tory effect of the adrenalin-serum  was so slight and transient  that if 
the effect at 29 was due to adrenalin  in serum III the concentration 
must certainly have been very much greater than  I : 12,SOO,  OOO.  At 
40, Ringer's solution was replaced by adrenalin  I : 5o0,ooo in serum 
IV.  The  fall in the curve was not quite as abrupt and certainly no 
more marked than at 29  .  The preliminary rise was exaggerated by 
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adrenalin-serum.  We  can  conclude  with  considerable  probability 
that serum III contained not less than  I : 5oo,ooo of adrenalin. 
By means  of the  uterus,  confirmation  was  obtained  for  the  con- 
clusion that serum III contained a  considerable amount of adrenalin 
and that the  fall of tone produced by it when it displaced  serum IV 
in contact  with  the  intestine  was  not  due  to  a  much  inferior  tone- 
increasing  power  for  smooth  muscular  structures  in  general.  In 
other  words,  when,  with  a  uterus  preparation,  serum  III  replaced 
serum IV the tone was still further increased  instead of diminished. 
Four days afterward,  the  sera having in the meantime been kept in 
the ice chest, serum III caused only a  slight and transient  rise when 
it replaced serum II  (figure 24,  at  IO).  Serum II replaced Ringer 
at 9  in the  same figure and produced  a  good increase of tone. 
We  may consider  it  as  proved,  then,  that  with  an  adrenal  gland 
which was not giving off adrenalin  to the blood stream in detectable 
amount, vigorous massage caused the passage into the venous blood 
coming  from the  gland  of  sufficient  adrenalin  to give a  concentra- 
tion of not less than  I : 5oo,ooo.  In a  previous experiment in which 
the cannula was inserted in the same way, but no particular care was 
taken  to  avoid  disturbance  of  the  gland,  both  intestine  and  uterus 
tests  showed  adrenalin  in  blood  collected  from  the  cannula.  The 
avoidance of practically all disturbance of the gland was realized in the 
following experiment. 
Experiment of Februars, ~4, I9za?---A dog weighing  Io.2 kilos was etherlzed 
at 8:SS A.  M.,  and  carotid  and  tracheal  cannu1~  were  inserted.  The  carotid 
cannula was connected  with a manometer.  Electrodes were placed on the right 
and  left great  splanchnic  nerves just  central  to the  adrenals.  Ligatures  were 
placed in  position around the inferior vena eava;  (a)  just above the entrance 
of the adrenal veins, (b)  below the entrance of the renal veins.  A ligature was 
also placed in position around the right renal vein and a  cannula was inserted 
through the left renal vein into the inferior vena tara.  The ligatures were left 
quite loose.  At 9:37 A. M. sample I  (47 c.c. of blood) was taken from the vena 
cava through the cannula before any of the ligatures had  been tightened.  At 
9:40 sample II (29 c.c.)  was taken from the vena cava after tightening all three 
ligatures  so  as  to  make a  closed  sac  of  the  tara,  except  for blood  from the 
adrenals and the lumbar veins crossing the glands.  The lumbar veins were not 
tied  in  order to avoid i~terference with the  glands,  and lest the adrenal blood 
should fill the pocket and cannula so slowly that there would be danger of clot- 
* This protocol, as well as those of the experiments of February I6, January 
19, and January 22, is extracted from the notes of Dr. J. J. R. Macleod, who was 
good enough to furnish me with the various specimens  of blood which I  after- 
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ting.  At 9:45  A.M.  sample  III  (50 c.c.)  was  collected  from the  cannula  in  the 
cava under  the same conditions as  sample  II,  except that  both  splanchnics  were 
stimulated  continuously  during  collection.  Before simultaneous  stimulation,  the 
nerves were excited separately to test the effect on the blood pressure.  The left was 
more  active than  the  right,  although each  produced  a  decided  rise.  They  were 
stimulated  together  for  six minutes  during  which  time the  blood  was  collected. 
The venous pocket  filled but slowly.  After sample III was  collected the nerves 
were  again  separately  tested  with  regard  to  blood  pressure  and  were  found 
active.  At  9:53  sample  IV,  consisting  of  as  much  blood  as  could  be  obtained 
from the carotid  artery,  was  collected at the end  of the  experiment.  The  sera 
were  separated  at  once  by  the  centrifuge.  Samples  I  and  IV  were  free  from 
hemoglobin;  II and  III were slightly and  equally tinged.  All were kept  in  the 
cold,  and  the  tests  with  intestine and  Uterus  from  a  pregnant  rabbit  weighing 
1,77o  grams  were begun  four hours  after the blood was  drawn. 
In figure  17 at 2o, Ringer,  in which an intestine preparation  was 
beating,  was  replaced  by serum  IV.  The  usual  increase  of  tone 
occurred,  and  when  the  tracing  had  become  horizontal  serum  IV 
was replaced by serum III at 2I.  An immediate and sharp drop in 
the  curve  took place,  indicating  the  possibility that  adrenalin  was 
present.  At  22,  when  the  tone  had  recovered  somewhat  and  the 
curve  was  again  horizontal,  serum  III  was  in  turn  displaced  by 
serum IV and the curve rose again.  After washing, the Ringer was 
replaced at 24 by serum IV, and this at 25 by serum II.  Instead of 
a drop there was no change,  or perhaps a  slight rise.  At 28 Ringer 
was replaced by serum IV, and this at 29 by adrenalin  i : I,OO0,OO0 
in serum IV.  The same prompt drop occurred as in 21.  In propor- 
tion to the height of the curve at the time the adrenalin  serum was 
added, the drop was  fully as great as with serum  III  and  the  sub- 
sequent recovery of tone was somewhat slower.  I f, then, the effect in 
observation 21  was due to adrenalin,  it may be concluded that  the 
concentration  of adrenalin  in  serum  III  was  a  little  but not much 
less than i  : i,ooo,ooo.  Of course, when adrenalin  in Ringer's solu- 
tion  in  this  concentration  (t : I,OOO,OOO) was added  (at 4o),  with 
the preparation  already beating in Ringer,  the inhibitory effect was 
much more pronounced.  The preparation  weighed o.41  of a  gram. 
Results with a  uterus preparation  (weighing o.65 gm.)  from the 
same rabbit are given in figure  18.  At 42 Ridger was replaced by 
serum IV,  and this at 43 by serum III,  which caused a  further  in- 
Crease  of tone  with  diminution  or temporary  cessation  of the  con- 
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ingly be inferred that the diminution of tone in the intestine caused 
by serum III when it replaced serum IV was not due to the inferior- 
ity  of  serum  III  as  compared with  serum  IV  in  tone-increasing 
(pressor)  power  for  smooth muscular structures.  It  must,  then, 
have been due to some substance in it which increased the tone of the 
uterus while diminishing that of the intestine; i. e., a  substance like 
adrenalin.  At 46  (figure i8)serum  IV replaced Ringer, and was 
itself replaced at 47by serum II.  There was no increase of tone, but 
possibly some fall.  At 50 Ringer was replaced by serum IV,  and 
this at 5I by adrenalin ! : i,ooo,ooo in serum IV.  A prompt increase 
of tone ensued.  It should be noted that the adrenalin-serum was 
introduced at the bottom of a contraction and the first portion of the 
rise, probably to the small nick in the curve, would almost certainly 
have occurred in any case.  At 43  serum III was introduced at the 
top of a  contraction.  The increase in tone produced by the adren- 
alin-serum is, therefore, not very much greater than that caused by 
serum from the vena cava pocket collected during stimulation of the 
splanchntcs.  This strengthens the inference from the observations 
on the intestine that the adrenalin content of serum III was prob- 
ably somewhat, but not much, less than I : I,ooo,ooo. 
Observations 53 and 54 (figure I8) are an almost exact repetition 
of observations 42 and 43  on the same uterus preparation after it 
had been well washed with Ringer and show that the rise of tone 
produced by sefum kIII inthe first observation was not accidental. 
If adrenalin-is really present in a  serum it is to be expected that 
on keeping it in this alkaline medium even at a  low temperature it 
will, after acertain time, disappear.  Sera III and IV of February 
I4 Were, therefore, again tested after they had stood in the ice chest 
for a time.  The results onthe intestine are shown in figure 19.  At 
52 Ringer was replaced by serum IV and this at 53 by serum III. 
At 55 Ringer was replaced by serum IV, and this at 56 by adrenalin 
r: 5;o0o;ooo in serum IV.  The tone was slightly increased by this 
adrenixlin solution, but a stronger solution of adrenalin (I : 5oo,ooo) 
in serum IV, when it was made to replace the weaker solution with- 
Out washing the preparation, caused a  fall  (observation 57)  much 
greater and more permanent than that caused by serum III.  At 59 
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I:I,ooo,ooo  in  serum  IV.  The  fall  of  tone  is  here  also  much 
greater and more lasting than that induced by serum III in observa- 
tion  53,  showing  that  now  the  latter  contains  much  less  than 
I : i,ooo,  ooo adrenalin, whereas forty-eight hours before, judged by 
the  same  criteria,  it  contained  but  little  less  than  I:i,ooo, ooo. 
Observation  56  indicates  that  its  content is  still  much more than 
I : 5,ooo,  ooo.  We can conclude that a great part of the adrenalin, but 
not the whole, has disappeared from the serum in forty-eight hours. 
In passing, it may be noted that the absolute amount of the effect 
produced by serum III at 53  was little if at all inferior to that pro- 
duced in figure 17 (observation 2I).  But in figure 19 the sensitive- 
ness of the preparation to adrenalin was much greater.  This shows 
how futile comparisons on different intestine preparations  may be. 
That  some adrenalin was  still  present in  serum III  after three 
days in the ice chest was  indicated by observation  29  (figure 2o) 
on a  uterus preparation  from an animal probably  fully grown but 
not pregnant.  At 28 Ringer was replaced by serum I  of February 
I4; the tone was increased and also the size of the contractions.  At 
29 this serum was replaced by serum III of February I4.  A  further 
increase of tone occurred which was of the same order of magnitude 
as that caused by a  I : 5,000,0o0 solution of adrenalin in an "indif- 
ferent"  serum  (observation  26).  At  25  the  indifferent  serum 
(serum V  of  February  I6,  see protocol,  page  56o)  replaced  the 
Ringer in  which the preparation was  initially beating.  As  far  as 
can be judged  from an experiment like this on the uterus prepara- 
tion alone, we can perhaps conclude, knowing that we are really deal- 
ing with  a  serum which originally contained adrenalin,  that  after 
three days the adrenalin content of serum III has been reduced from 
nearly I : I,ooo,  ooo, to not more than  ~ : 5,000,000  at most.  From 
observations on the intestine it may be recalled that after the serum 
had been kept forty-eight hours it was inferred that it still contained 
much more than I : 5,000,000, although much less than I : I,ooo,ooo. 
So  far,  then,  we  have  shown  that  during  stimulation  of  both 
splanchnics adrenalin is given off to the blood in sufficient amount 
to cause a concentration of something like I : I,ooo,ooo in the blood 
obtained from the vena cava pocket.  But of course not all this blood 
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diluted  at  least  two  or  three  times.  The  two  adrenals  together 
weighed 1.7I  grams.  In six minutes  50 c.c. of blood was collected 
from the pocket.  If we suppose that the flow through the adrenals 
is  as  great  as  that  attributed  to  the  kidney, 7  I5o  c.c.  per  Ioo 
grams per minute ;s and that stimulation  of the splanchnics  does not 
diminish  it, this would only give ~-5 c.c. per minute  for the adrenal 
contribution,  or  I S c.c.  for the six minutes.  The  concentration  of 
adrenalin in the blood actually issuing from the glands in this experi- 
ment during stimulation of the splanchnics was, therefore, probably 
not  less  than  I:3OO,  OOO.  Even  supposing  that  the  concentration 
was two or three times greater,  about  i : ioo,  ooo, which must  cer- 
tainly  be considered  the  extreme  limit  during  what  is  in  all  prob- 
ability a  state of high  functional activity of the glands,  it may well 
be asked what chance there is of detecting adrenalin  in the general 
blood stream  in which  the  feeble trickle  from the adrenal  veins  is 
diluted to an extreme degree.  In a  dog weighing Io kilos probably 
not less than 2  kilos of blood passes through  the heart in a  minute, 9 
and at least a  third of this along the inferior cava from the portion 
of the body behind the orifices of the adrenal veins.  In six minutes 
this  would  amount  to  4  kilos  of  "indifferent"  blood,  into  which 
would be poured  during  activity of the glands  not  more  than  o.I 
rag. of adrenalin giving,  for the inferior cava blood, after receiving 
the adrenal contribution,  an excess in adrenalin  concentration  of not 
over  I : 40,000,0OO. 
TO determine whether during stimulation  of the splanchnics  adren- 
alin could be  detected in  blood removed from the  inferior  cava 
anterior to the adrenal veins, the following  experiment was done. 
Experiment of February  I6,  I912.--A  dog  weighing I5 kilos  was  etherized 
at 9:55 A.M.  Cannulm~were inserted into the trachea and carotid and a cannula 
into the right femoral artery.  The abdomen having been opened, a catheter was 
passed through the central end of the right femoral vein and the end guided by 
the finger to a point just anterior to the entrance of the adrenal veins.  The point 
of the catheter could also be seen through the walls of the veins.  The catheter 
was  as  large  as the  femoral  vein  would  admit.  At  xo:48, 45  c.c. of  blood 
' Burton-Opitz,  R.,  and  Lucas, D.  R., Arch f.  d. ges. Physiol.,  x9o8, cxxiii, 
553; Burton-Opitz, R., idem, I9o9, cxxix, 2o8. 
S  K.  O.  Neumann (lout.  Physiol.,  I912, xliii, p.  xxxi)  gives  a  somewhat 
greater  mean flow for the adrenals  (2 to 3 c.c. per gin. per minute)  in cats an¢l 
rabbits. 
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(sample  I)  were  collected  from  the  right  femoral  artery.  At  IO:5O  A.  M.,  40 
c.c.  of  blood  (sample  II)  were  obtained  from  the  catheter  in  the  vena  cava. 
Then during  nine minutes  from  IO:5I  to  II :oo A.  M.,  55  c.e.  of  blood  (sample 
III)  were collected from the catheter during stimulation of both splanchnics.  In 
a  preliminary test during which the carotid cannula was connected with a  mano- 
meter  and  a  blood  pressure  tracing  recorded,  it  was  shown  that  stimulation  of 
each  splanchnic  caused  a  good  rise in blood pressure.  As the  blood had  partly 
clotted in the catheter the flow for sample III was slow.  Stimulation was there- 
fore  discontinued,  the  catheter  removed,  washed  free  of  clot,  and  reinserted. 
Then  from  ii :o5  to  ii :o7½ A.  M.,  9o c.c.  (if blood  (sample  IV)  were  obtained 
from the catheter during  stimulation  of both  splanchnies.  Stimulation  was then 
discontinued  and  from  II :II  to  II :I4 A. M.,  75  c.c.  of blood  (sample  V)  were 
drawn  from the catheter.  Finally, at II :i5 A. M., ~22o c.c. of btood  (sample VI) 
were obtained  from the right femoral artery.  All the samples  were defibrinated 
and at once centrifuged in the cold.  Sera I  and  VI were free from hemoglobin, 
serum II  contained  a  slight trace,  serum  III  more than  II, although  not  deeply 
tinged.  Sera  IV  and  V  were  the  same  as  II in  this  respect.  The  tests  were 
begun less than  four hours  after the blood was  obtained. 
In  figure 21  the  Ringer  in  which  an  intestine  preparation  was  beating  was 
replaced at 55 by  serum I, and  this  at 66 by serum III.  For six or seven beats 
there  was  no  change  of  tone  or  a  slight  increase,  which  was  succeeded  by  a 
gradual  fall.  At 58  Ringer was  replaced  by  serum  I  again,  with  the  object  of 
replacing this by serum III when  serum I  had been allowed to produce its effect 
on the preparation  for a  much  longer time.  At 59  some more  of  serum  I  was 
run  into  the  cylinder  as  the  oxygen  stream  had  displaced  some of  the  serum. 
A  moderate  rise  of  the  curve took  place  bringing  it  up  to  the  maximum  first 
reached.  At 70 serum I  was  replaced by serum III and  a  tardy  fall ensued  just 
as  at 55.  This  effect is quite different  from the adrenalin  effect seen in figures 
I6 and  17.  That it was  not really due to adrenalin  is  indicated by observations 
75  and  76  (figure 2I).  At 75  Ringer  was  replaced  by  serum  II,  and  this  at  76 
by  serum III,  which  produced  not  a  fall but  a  further  decided  rise.  Observa- 
tions 72 and 73  are exact repetitions  of 75  and  76,  except that  the  serum  added 
at 73  was  serum  IV  of  February  16.  When  tested  against  another  presumably 
indifferent serum  (i. e., a  serum  free from detectable adrenalin),  viz., serum VI 
of  February  I6,  the  two  specimens  of  serum  (III  and  IV)  collected  during 
splanchnic  stimulation  gave the  same  result,  a  further  increase  of  tone  of  the 
intestine preparation  (observations 49 and  5o, and 81  and 82,  figure 22).  Earlier 
in  the  experiment  it  was  shown  with  another  intestinal  preparation  that  when 
serum III or serum IV replaced serum I  there was no diminution of tone.  The 
fall in the curve succeeding the introduction of serum III at 55 and 7o therefore 
indicates not  that  this  serum contained adrenalin,  in detectable amount,  but that 
its independent pressor  effect on this  preparation  was  less than  that  of serum I. 
Figure  22  shows  how  marked  and  abrupt  the  changes  in tone  of 
an  intestinal  preparation  may  be when  different  sera,  none  of  which 
can be shown  to contain  adrenalin,  are caused  to replace  each  other. 
At  78  Ringer  was  replaced  by  serum  VI,  and  this  at  79  by  serum  V.  The 
pressor  effect of  serum V  was  so much greater than  that  of  serum VI  that  the G. N.  Stewart.  561 
curve was practically doubled in height.  Had these two sera been added in the 
reverse order, serum VI  must have produced a  drop of the  tone of the prepa- 
ration  already beating in  serum  V  which  might  have  stimulated  an  adrenalin 
effect.  At 49  (figure 22)  Ringer was  replaced by serum  VI, and  this at  50  by 
serum IV.  At 81  Ringer  was  replaced by serum  VI, and  this  at 82  by serum 
III.  In both cases the serum collected from the inferior vena cava during stimu- 
lation of  the  splanchnics produced  a  considerable additional increase  of  tone, 
although much less than that caused when VI was replaced at 79 by V. 
The  uterus  likewise yielded no  clear evidence of adrenalin  in the 
blood of the inferior vena cava during stimulation of the splanchnics. 
In  figure  23  at  84  Ringer  was  replaced  by  serum II,  which  produced  an 
increase in  the tone  and  also in the  rate of the contractions.  At 85  serum  II 
was  replaced by  serum  III, which  caused  no  further  increase of tone, but,  if 
anything,  some  inhibition,  while  adrenalin  I:I,OOO,OOO in  serum  VI  when  it 
replaced serum  VI  at 93  occasioned a  good rise.  Serum  Vi,  replacing Ringer 
at  92,  caused  the usual  great increase of tone.  In  figure 24  at  2  Ringer  was 
replaced by serum VI, and this at 3 by serum III, which certainly produced no 
further increase of tone.  On the other hand, adrenalin (I : I,OOO,OOO  in serum VI) 
caused on replacing serum VI at 16 a very marked rise in the curve, the writing 
point going above the  drum.  The preparation was  a  fresh segment of a  horn 
of  the  uterus  used  for  observations 2  and  3  (figure 24),  and  was  beating in 
Ringer when serum VI was added at 15.  The replacement of serum V  by serum 
III at 23, likewise caused no further change in the uterus curve which could be 
interpreted as indicating that  serum III contained adrenalin.  The  replacement 
of Ringer at 22 by serum V  increased the tone after an initial diminution. 
Lest the increase of tone in the uterus occasioned by undiluted serum should 
have rendered it impossible for any clear further increase to occur when one of 
the control sera was replaced by a  suspected serum,  the observations illustrated 
in  figures 23  and 24 were  repeated with  sera diluted with  an  equal  volume of 
Ringer.  In figure 25 an example of the results is given.  Qualitatively they differ 
in no way from the others.  At 5 Ringer was replaced by diluted serum VI, and 
this at 6 by diluted serum III, which in turn was replaced at 7 by diluted serum 
VI.  Another experiment in which blood was collected in the same way from the 
cava  (only the left splanchnic being stimulated) yielded similar negative results. 
We  conclude  from  all  these  observations  that  although  the 
methods  used  clearly  demonstrate  the  presence  of  a  considerable 
concentration  of  adrenalin  in  blood  coming  from  the  veins  of  the 
adrenal  glands during  electrical stimulation of the splanchnics,  they 
yield no unequivocal evidence of its presence in blood obtained  from 
the  inferior  vena  Cava of  dogs just  anterior  to  the  entrance  of the 
adrenal veins during stimulation  of these nerves.  The  cause of the 
negative result in this case is without  doubt the high degree of dilu- 
tion in the inferior cava of the blood coming  from  the adrenals. 562  Existence  of Adrenalin  in Pathological  Sera. 
Cannon's  1° positive result in cats under  the influence of nicotine or emotion  TM 
might be  explained by  assuming  (a)  that  these  stimuli liberate more adrenalin 
than  electrical stimulation  of  the  splanchnic,  or  (b)  that  in  a  small  animal  a 
catheter  produces  a  more  effective block  in  the  inferior cava,  and  thus  allows 
the adrenal blood to be collected with less dilution. 
Elliott's  t* failure to demonstrate exhaustion of adrenalin from the gland itself 
by  electrical  stimulation  of  the  splanchnic  may  be  due  either  to  too  short  a 
period  of  stimulation  or  to  too  rapid  exhaustion  of  the  nervous  path.  The 
adrenalin discharged during six minutes of splanchnic stimulation in our experi- 
ment of February  14  was  not  more than  o.o5 rag.  for each gland.  The glands 
weighed three to  four times the average for Elliott's cats.  With a  six minute 
splanchnic  stimulation probably little more than  o.oi  rag.  would disappear  from 
a cat's adrenal.  EUiott's adrenalin assay was accurate only to o.oi rag.  A  cerebral 
puncture  caused  the  disappearance  of  o.3  rag.  of  adrenalin  from  one  gland  in 
four hours.  Suppose that  in  four hours  I5O kilos of blood passed  through  the 
cat's  heart.  If the liberation of  adrenalin  proceeded uniformly throughout  the 
four  hours  and  new  formation  is  excluded,  the  liberated  adrenalin  could  only 
maintain  in  the  cava blood  anterior  to  the  adrenal  veins  an  excess  in  concen- 
tration  of  I: i6o,ooo,ooo.  Even  if  the  discharge  of  adrenalin  by  one  gland  is 
not augmented when the splanchnic supplying its  fellow is cut,  the liberation of 
o.3  mg.  from  each  gland  in  four  hours  would  only  bring  up  the  excess  to 
I : 80,000~000. 
In  two  experiments venous blood  from  the  adrenal  gland was 
collected without admixture during stimulation of the correspond- 
ing splanchnic.  For the reasons already given these experiments were 
not considered completely satisfactory.  In both evidence of adren- 
alin was found in the blood from the adrenal. 
Experiment  o[ January  22,  z9xg.--Under ether  anesthesia  sample I  was col- 
lected at the beginning of the experiment from a femoral vein of a dog weighing 
IO  kilos;  sample  II  from  the  left  adrenal  vein  before  stimulation  of  the 
splanchnic;  sample  III  from  the  left  adrenal  vein  during  stimulation  of  the 
left  splanchnic.  Sample  IV,  a  mixture  of  blood  from  the  femoral  vein  and 
carotid artery, was taken at the end of the experiment and  after  stimulation of 
the  splanchnic was over; sample V  consisted of  a  portion  of the blood drawn 
from the carotid artery at the end of the experiment; and sample VI constituted 
the rest of the specimen of which sample V was a portion.  Sample VI was evacu- 
ated as thoroughly as possible with the gas pump.  As in the other experiments 
of this nature the activity of the splanehnic on the blood pressure was established 
by a  preliminary test.  In figures 26, 27, and 28 are seen specimens of the reac- 
tion  of the intestine after the sera  had  stood  for twenty-four hours  in  the  ice 
chest.  The smaUer apparatus  was used.  The preparation  weighed 0.39 gm. 
10 Cannon,  W.  B.,  Aub,  J.  C.,  and  Binger,  C.  A.  L.,  .tour.  Pharmacol.  and 
Exper. Therap.,  I9II-I2, iii, 379. 
Cannon, W. B., and de la Paz, D., Am..tour. Physiol.,  1911, xxviii, 64. 
u EUiott, T. R., Your. Physiol.,  1912, xliii, p. xxxii. G.  N.  Stewart.  563 
In figure ~6 Ringer was replaced at 2 by serum VI and at 4 by serum V.  In- 
cidentally it  is  seen  that the  evacuation of the carbon  dioxid did  not affect the 
tone-increasing  power  of  the  serum.  At  6  and  at  8  Ringer  was  replaced  by 
serum III, the  preparation  having been  washed  during  the  interval.  The  two 
curves  are  as  nearly  identical  as  can  be  expected,  even  under  fairly  constant 
external conditions, with an object like a  segment of intestine.  A  distinct initial 
inhibition was,  therefore,  caused  by  serum III, and  this  was  absent  with  V  or 
VI.  The inhibition was  followed by increase of tone  much  less than  that  pro- 
duced by the supposedly indifferent sera V  or VI. 
A  point of considerable interest is  that the inhibition  caused by 
serum III was distinctly more marked than when that  serum was 
tested  in  the  same  way three  hours  after  the  withdrawal  of  the 
dog's blood,  necessarily, of course, on an intestine preparation  of 
another  rabbit.  This  suggests  that  the  pressor  effect of  a  serum 
may diminish more rapidly on keeping than the adrenalin effect. 
In figures 27 and 28 the effect of serum II on the intestine preparation  used 
for figure 26  is shown.  At  xo the Ringer was replaced by serum II,  and  after 
washing the preparation, the experiment was repeated exactly at x2.  There was 
again in both observations evidence of inhibition preceding the moderate increase 
of tone.  At x4 serum I  replaced Ringer and caused an increase of tone without 
preliminary inhibition.  Although serum I  is an  indifferent serum,  it is perhaps 
worth  while pointing out once  more that  its  power  of  raising the tone of  the 
intestine preparation  is  very  much  less  than  that  of  another  indifferent serum 
(serum IV)  from the same animal, as is shown very well in figure 28,  where at 
x6 Ringer was  replaced by  serum IV.  The magnification was the  same  as  for 
figure 27 and the experiment was done in precisely the same way. 
In figure 29 is illustrated the influence on the uterus of the sera of January 
22, tested  four hours after the  withdrawal  of the blood.  The rabbit  was  fully 
grown or nearly so, but not pregnant.  The uterus  preparation weighed 0.33 gin. 
Ringer was replaced at 34 by serum II, at 37 by serum III, at 39 by serum I, and 
at 42 by serum IV.  At 50 observation 37 was repeated. 
The fact that serum III caused a much greater increase of tone of 
the  uterus  than  the  indifferent serum  IV,  while  on  the  intestine 
(figures 27 and 28)  serum IV  had a  much greater pressor effect 
than serum III, strengthens the inference that the smaller effect of 
III for the intestine was due to partial neutralization by adrenalin. 
For serum II the preponderance of effect on the uterus prepara- 
tion, although evident, was not so striking.  It seems probable that 
serum II also contained some adrenalin.  Nevertheless, for reasons 
alluded to, one would hesitate to use this observation to confirm the 
view that the adrenal continually gives off adrenalin. 564  Existence  of Adrenalin  in Pathotogical  Sera. 
At 44  (figure 29)  a  solution of adrenalin  in  Ringer  (I:5O,OOO,OOO) replaced 
the Ringer in  which  the uterus  preparation  was  beating.  There  ensued  a  dis- 
tinct  inhibition,  after  which  the  curve  rose  little,  if  at  all,  beyond  the  initial 
height.  At 55 adrenalin (I : 5oo,ooo) in Ringer replaced the Ringer, and a marked 
increase of tone occurred, preceded by some inhibition.  Yet even with this rela- 
tively  strong  adrenalin  the  increase  of  tone  was  not  nearly  so  great  as  that 
caused in observations 37 and 50 by serum II1, nor did it last nearly so long. 
A  purely  inhibitory  effect  is  not  infrequently  produced  in  the 
virgin  rabbit  uterus  by  dilute  adrenalin,  while  stronger  solutions 
cause the opposite effect.  Figure  34 shows a  still better  example. 
When  the  adrenalin  solutions  are  made  very  dilute,  a  similar 
apparent  reversal  of  the  adrenalin  action  is  sometimes  seen  with 
the  rabbit  intestine,  as  has  been  recently  pointed  out  by  Hoskins. 18 
An  instance  is  given  in  figure  2 9,  where  at  I5  adrenalin  I : 5o, o0o, 
00o replaced  Ringer.  The tone was increased  and also the strength 
of the  beats,  but  they  diminished  after  washing  (16).  That  this 
effect was not due merely to the replacement of Ringer's solution,  in 
which the preparation  had long been beating, by a  fresh solution was 
shown by control experiments.  A  slight,  transient  increase  of tone 
and  of the  beats  may  be  caused  by changing  the  Ringer,  but  these 
changes  are  less  decided  than  with  the  adrenalin  solution. 
Experiment of January 19, I912.--At 9:29 A. M. a dog weighing 7.9 kilos was 
etherized  and  carotid  and  tracheal  cannulm  were  inserted.  The  left  great 
splanchnic  nerve  was  exposed,  and  a  cannula  inserted  into  the  transverse 
lumbar  vein  just  external  to  the  adrenal  gland.  A  ligature  was  then  applied 
loosely on this  vein between the gland and the vena  cava.  An attempt  was at 
once  made  to  collect a  sample  of blood  from  the  vein  by connecting a  small 
syringe with the cannula, meanwhile tightening the ligature between the adrenal 
and  the vena  cava.  However, the blood clotted and  the syringe was  removed. 
The  blood  was  then  allowed  to  gather  in  the  pocket  of peritoneum  and  was 
sucked up, with a pipette, as quickly as it collected  (sample A).  It was observed 
particularly  that  the  blood  did  not  come into  contact  with  the adrenal.  Then 
the  splanchnic  was  stimulated  while  a  blood pressure  tracing  was  being  taken 
from the carotid.  The stimulation was quite effective with regard to blood pres- 
sure.  During  stimulation,  blood  was  collected  partly  directly  from  the  vein, 
partly  from the  peritoneal  pocket  (sample  B),  care  being  taken  to  prevent  it 
from coming into contact with  the gland.  This  method  of collection  was  not 
considered satisfactory, but as it had been used by others, it was thought better 
to continue the experiment in this  way rather than to abandon it.  In the other 
experiments,  blood was  collected  from a  cannula.  Within  two  hours  intestine 
and uterus tests were begun.  The rabbit was a young adult in early pregnancy. 
The  intestine  preparation  used  for  figure  3o  weighed  o.42 gm.  Two  uterus 
preparations weighing respectively 1.85 gin. and 1.51 gin. were employed. 
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In figure 30 at 4 serum B,  and at 7 serum A  replaced Ringer.  In both cases 
there  was  some initial inhibition  followed by  a  moderate increase of tone.  At 
IO adrenalin in Ringer  (i : 5o,  ooo,ooo)  replaced Ringer, causing a  slight diminu- 
tion of tone.  At  18  adrenalin  in  Ringer  (I:5OO,OOO) replaced Ringer and  pro- 
duced  marked  inhibition.  On the uterus  preparation  both  sera caused  very de- 
cided  increase of tone.  Accordingly, the  rather  moderate  increase produced  in 
the  intestine  does  not  indicate any  deficiency in  the  normal  pressor  power  for 
smooth  muscular  structures,  and  this  is  consistent  with  the  conclusion that  in 
the intestine observations the pressor  effect is partly masked  by adrenalin.  But 
still less than that of January 22  does this experiment yield decisive evidence of 
adrenalin blood from the gland in the absence of splanchnic stimulation. 
ADRENALIN  IN  PATHOLOGICAL  SERA. 
As  regards the clinical cases, no lengthy description  is necessary, 
for in no instance was there any indication of adrenalin.  The  cases 
included : 
A.  A man, aged  2I  years,  with acute  eardiorenal  disease. Systolic  pressure 174. 
B.  A  man, about 3o years old,  with M6ni~re's disease associated with lues, 
and with chronic tuberculosis of the lungs. 
C.  A  woman with lues  who had a much enlarged liver  and marked jaundice. 
The serum was tinged with bile  pigment and gave a Gmelin reaction. 
D.  A  man with aortic  insufficiency,  greatly thickened brachial,  forearm, and 
femoral  arteries, a systolic pressure of  19o in the femoral, and  14o in the 
brachial,  and a diastolic  of 9o in brachial  and femoral, in the horizontal  position. 
E.  A  woman with general paresis  associated, at the time the blood was ob- 
tained, with acute mental disturbance.  The blood was drawn  during a  veritable 
emotional storm, a condition supposed to be accompanied by liberation of adrenalin. 
F.  A  patient with luetic periostitis. 
G.  A  mulatto  man,  aged  42  years,  with  Graves'  disease)  4  The  symptoms 
were typical.  The diagnosis of Graves' disease was made independently by Drs. 
Hoover, Phillips, and Marine.  The systolic blood pressure was I7O, the diastolic 
90.  The man complained of nervousness  and  general muscular  weakness.  He 
had been suffering for nine months, and had been getting progressively weaker. 
On  examination there was  no  emaciation.  The eyes were  distinctly prominent, 
the pupils  were dilated, and  the heart  rate averaged I2O over a  period of  four 
days.  There  was  slight  thyroid  enlargement  (symmetrical),  distinct  tremor, 
marked muscular weakness without corresponding loss of muscle volume, capil- 
lary and venous pulse in hand, very dry and brittle hair, and a trace of albumen in 
the urine.  Slight enlargement of tonsils, and distinct substernal dullness occupy- 
ing region of thymus.  Splenic area of dullness increased, but spleen not palpable. 
P.  An elderly woman in whom a  diagnosis of myxedema was made. 
~4 This case is described in some detail, as Graves' disease is the condition par 
excellence in which writers on this subject claim to have  found adrenalin in the 
blood.  The patient was observed at Lakeside Hospital, to the staff of which and 
especially to that of the City Hospital, I  am much indebted. 566  Existence  of Adrenalin  in Pathological  Sera. 
H.  A  woman,  5~  years  old,  with  a  systolic  blood  pressure  of  29o,  aortitis, 
and  enlarged heart,--probably  with chronic myocarditis  and  slight chronic inter- 
stitial nephritis.  The  Wassermann  reaction  was  positive. 
I.  A  patient with cerebral apoplexy and  a  systolic blood pressure  of  I9o. 
P.  An  elderly  woman  in  whom  a  provisional  diagnosis  of  myxedema  was 
made. 
S.  A  man suffering from an acute attack  of gout. 
V.  A  man,  aged 26 years,  with Vincent's angina  but otherwise normal. 
W.  A  woman  with  pneumonia.  The  Wassermann  reaction  was  positive. 
At 5,  figure 3 I,  serum obtained by venesection from case A,  re- 
placed Ringer.  What appears  to be an  inhibitory effect preceded 
the rise of tone.  The curve is reproduced to illustrate th~ point that 
mere inspection of a  single curve like  this  is  not convincing with 
regard to the detection of adrenalin in serum.  For the serum at the 
date of this experiment was already five days old and if adrenalin in 
detectable  amounts  still  persisted,  the  original  adrenalin  content 
must have been very great.  Yet, when tested two days before, there 
had been no trace of adrenalin reaction.  It is probable that the dip 
after 5  is  due to  some variation in the activity of the preparation 
unconnected with the addition of the serum as such, possibly to the 
momentary contact  of  a  liquid  as  yet  relatively poor  in  oxygen. 
That the preparation at this point was very sensitive to changes in 
the oxygen supply was shown by the fact that an increase of oxygen 
at  6  coincided with  a  very marked  fall  in the curve,  which might 
have easily been mistaken for an adrenalin effect if it had occurred 
when the oxygen supply was not being controlled.  Then the tone 
rapidly increased, to a maximum much above that obtained before 6. 
The pressor  effect of this  serum on  the  intestine was  still  con- 
spicuous ten days after the blood was drawn, but then there was no 
trace of an effect like that of adrenalin.  At 27  (figure 3I)  an ad- 
renalin  solution  in  Ringer  (I:I,ooo,ooo)  replaced  Ringer  and 
caused pronounced inhibition.  At 33 the serurh replaced Ringer in 
contact with the uterus preparation.  The  increase of tone was  at 
least  as great as that  caused by adrenalin in  Ringer  (I : 5oo,ooo ) 
when  it  replaced  Ringer  at  38.  This,  let  it  be  repeated,  merely 
shows  that  the  serum  preserved  considerable  pressor  power  for 
smooth muscle. 
Figure 32  illustrates the reaction of one and the same intestine 
preparation to three pathological sera.  As usual in each observation G.  N.  Stewart.  567 
the segment was initially beating in Ringer.  At 2 this was displaced 
by  serum from C.  This  serum was  especially interesting since it 
was obviously rich in bile constituents.  Yet its action on the intes- 
tine preparation differed in no way from that of any other serum 
from the peripheral circulation.  At 9  Ringer was replaced by B's 
serum, at I I  by P's.  There is no suggestion in any of the curves of 
adrenalin action.  The effect of a I : IO,  OOO,OOO solution of adrenalin 
in Ringer is shown at 4, and that of a  I : 15,ooo,  ooo solution at  14. 
Figure 33 shows uterus reactions with the same three sera.  The 
rabbit  was nearly full grown and not pregnant.  At  19  C's serum 
replaced one half of the Ringer.  At 21  C's serum replaced all the 
Ringer.  In both observations the serum caused decided inhibition 
with  diminution  of  tone.  The  effect was  distinctly  greater  with 
the larger dose of serum, but the curve returned soofler to its original 
level or even a  little above it.  On washing with Ringer, the curve 
fell somewhat  (22).  At 23  B's  serum,  and at  25  P's  serum,  re- 
placed Ringer completely, and at 26 the preparation was again beat- 
ing in Ringer after washing.  On this uterus preparation, then, all 
three sera caused distinct inhibition  followed by restoration of tone 
to normal or above and by some quickening of the beats.  The effect 
of adrenalin on the same preparation is shown in figure 34.  At 28 
Ringer was replaced by I : 5o,ooo,ooo adrenalin in Ringer, at 29 by 
I : 15,ooo, ooo, and at 33 by I : I,OOO,OOO. 
This is  a  striking example of the opposite  effects caused on the 
uterus by strong and weak solutions of adrenalin, the weaker solu- 
tions producing a certain amount of inhibition, and the strong solu- 
tion  (I : I,OOO,OOO) a great increase of tone with no preceding inhi- 
bition.  It  is certainly impossible  from the reactions illustrated to 
deduce the presence of adrenalin in any of these sera. 
Figure  35  illustrates  the  intestine reaction with  serum  from  S. 
At 2  Ringer was  replaced by the serum.  At 4  after the prepara- 
tion had been washed, the same amount of serum was again added. 
The tone increased, but diminished again much sooner than in obser- 
vation  2.  The  cause  of  this  was  deficient  oxygenation,  as  the 
cylinder became exhausted.  At 5 the oxygen was increased from a 
fresh cylinder and the curve promptly rose, eventually to the height 
shown in 6.  An interval of three minutes before 6  is omitted. 568  Existence  of Adrenalin  in Pathological Sera. 
Had the cause of the small rise and rapid fall in observation 4 not 
been ascertained, and had this  been the only observation with  the 
serum, it might have been put down as a  serum rich in  adrenalin. 
When observation 17 was made, the same preparation was contract- 
ing with great regularity in Ringer.  At 17 the Ringer was replaced 
by the serum.  The beats were strengthened but no change in tone 
occurred.  At this time the tone of the preparation was apparently 
incapable of being altered by any of the sera added or by adrenalin, 
while  the  force of the  beats  could  still  be  markedly affected,  as 
shown in figure 36.  This, a rather unusual condition in our experi- 
ence, is worthy of note apart from its bearing on adrenalin testing, 
where, if not taken account of, it might lead to fallacy. 
In  figure 36,  with the preparation  of figure 35,  Ringer was  re- 
placed at 9 by D's serum, at x  5 by E's, at I2 by adrenalin in Ringer 
( I : 5,ooo,ooo), and this at 13 by adrenalin in Ringer ( i  : 2,500,000 ). 
The  beats  became  smaller  for  a  time  under  the  influence of the 
adrenalin solutions withot~t change of tone,  the exact  opposite  of 
the effect produced by the sera.  It is interesting to note that at 7, 
before the preparation had lost  the power of altering its tone,  the 
replacement of Ringer by adrenalin in Ringer (I :5,000,000)  caused 
a  marked diminution of tone.  There is  no evidence from any of 
these curves that the sera in question contained adrenalin in  suffi- 
cient amount to be detected.  The uterus tests were also negative. 
The last tracings we shall refer to are in figure 37, illustrating in- 
testine tests of serum from G.  In addition to testing the effect of 
the serum when it replaced Ringer directly, it  was  compared with 
such  other human sera  as  were available  by causing  it  to  replace 
these.  _At 2 Ringer was replaced by serum from case V, and this at 
3 by serum from G.  A  further increase of tone occurred, with no 
preliminary inhibition whatever.  Exactly the same result was seen 
when at 6 the serum of G replaced that of W, which was substituted 
for the Ringer  at  5.  At  2I  Ringer was  replaced directly by the 
serum of  G.  The curve rose abruptly without  trace of inhibition 
and then more slowly to the height indicated by 22.  Uterus tests 
were equally negative. G.  N.  Stewart.  569 
RESULTS. 
I.  Tested with segments of rabbit  intestine and uterus, none of 
the pathological sera yielded evidence of the presence of adrenalin. 
2.  Serum  from  the  adrenal  veins  of  the  dog  collected  during 
massage of the gland gave a distinctly positive reaction, while serum 
previously collected with the minimum of mechanical and circula- 
tory disturbance of the gland gave a  negative reaction. 
3.  Serum  from the  adrenal  veins  without precautions to  avoid 
disturbing the gland  sometimes gave positive,  sometimes negative 
tests. 
4.  Serum from blood obtained without the least disturbance of 
the glands, from a pocket of the inferior vena cava which received 
only blood from the adrenals and from the transverse lumbar veins 
crossing them, gave no evidence of adrenalin except during stimula- 
tion of the splanchnics when the reactions for adrenalin were positive. 
5.  Serum of blood collected from the vena cava  of  dogs by a 
catheter pushed up through one  femoral vein until the orifice was 
just anterior to the openings of the adrenal veins, yielded no evidence 
of the presence of adrenalin whether the splanchnics (one or both) 
were  stimulated or  not,  any  adrenalin  contributed by  the  glands 
during stimulation of the splanchnics being too much diluted. G.  N.  Stewart.  571 
EXPLANATION  OF  PLATES. 
All  the tracings  are to  be  read  from  left  to  right.  Time  is  marked  in  half 
minutes.  At  the  beginning  of  each  observation,  unless  otherwise  stated,  the 
preparations  were always beating in Ringer's solution, serum or adrenalin solu- 
tion,  if  previously  employed,  having been carefully  washed  away  with  Ringer. 
Except  when otherwise mentioned, the various sera were tested as soon as  they 
could  be separated  from  the  blood,  as  a  rule within three or  four  hours.  The 
larger  apparatus,  holding  4.5  e.e.,  was  used  for  the  observations  illustrated  in 
figures 3  to  I2, and  in figure 3I;  the  smaller,  holding 2.5  c.c.,  was  used  for  the 
rest.  Unless a  statement is  made to  the  contrary,  the  liquid  used  for any par- 
ticular observation was  sufficient to  replace completely that in which  the prepa- 
ration was initially beating.  The tracings have all been reduced one half. 
PLATE  77. 
FIG.  I.  Intestine segment beating in Ringer.  At 6  the oxygen was increased. 
FIa.  2.  Intestine contracting  in  Ringer.  At  33,  I  c.c.  of  serum  was  intro- 
duced.  At 34 an additional 2  c.c. of the same serum was added. 
FIG.  3.  Intestine.  At  3x  adrenalin  solution  I: Io,ooo,  ooo  in  calf  serum  was 
added.  At 33 adrenalin  z : Io,ooo,ooo in Ringer replaced  Ringer. 
Fro.  4.  The  same  preparation  that  was  used  for  figure  3-  At 29  adrenalin 
I : 5#o0#oo in the calf serum  replaced Ringer. 
Fla.  5.  The same preparation that was used  for figure 4-  At 25 calf serum, 
at 23 and 27 adrenalin  I  : 25,ooo,ooo  in the calf serum,  and at 20 adrenalin  solu- 
tion  1:25,ooo,oco  in Ringer replaced  Ringer. 
Fro.  6.  The  same  preparation  that  was  used  for  figures  3  to  5.  At  35 
adrenalin  I:5o#oo,ooo  in  the  calf  serum,  at  37  the  serum  itself,  and  at  39 
adrenalin in Ringer I : 5o,ooo,ooo  replaced Ringer. 
Fro.  7.  Intestine.  A  fresh  preparation  from  the  rabbit  used  for  figures  3 
to  6.  At 4  calf  serum,  at  7  adrenalin  I i5,ooo,ooo  in  the  serum,  at 9  adrenalin 
I :5,ooo,ooo  in  Ringer,  and  at  II  adrenalin  I:5,ooo,ooo  in  the  serum  replaced 
Ringer. 
FiG. 8.  Uterus.  At 5 adrenalin x : 25,0oo#0o in calf serum, and at 7  adrenalin 
1 : 25,o0o#0o in  Ringer replaced  Ringer.  At 6  the oxygen  was  increased. 
Fro.  9.  The  same  preparation  that was  used  for  figure  8.  At  Io  adrenalin 
solution  z :5o#oo#oo in  calf  serum,  and  at  I2  adrenalin  solution  x :5o,ooo,ooo  in 
Ringer replaced  Ringer. G.  N.  Stewart.  373 
PLATE  78. 
FIC.  IO.  The  same  preparation  as  in  figure  8.  At  14  adrenalin  in  calf 
serum I : IO,OOO,OOO, and at  I6  adrenalin in  Ringer  I : io,ooo,o0o replaced Ringer. 
Fie.  II.  The  same uterus  preparation that was used  in  figures 8  to  IO.  At 
I8 adrenalin in calf serum I : 5,0oo,  ooo, and at 2I  adrenalin in Ringer I : 5,0oo,0oo 
replaced Ringer. 
FIc.  12.  The  same  uterus  preparation  as  in  figure  II.  At  29  adrenalin 
I : 5o#oo in serum, and at 34 adrenalin  I : 5o,ooo in Ringer replaced Ringer. 
FIG. I3.  Intestine.  Observations 2, 4, and 9 show the effects produced by the 
replacement of Ringer by serum I, serum II, and serum IV, respectively, of Feb- 
ruary  I3.  At II adrenalin I : 25,ooo,ooo  in serum IV, at 13 adrenalin I : I2,5oo,ooo 
in serum IV, and at  15  adrenalin in  Ringer I : I2,5oo,ooo  replaced Ringer. 
FIO. 14.  The same intestine preparation as  in  figure  13.  At 6  serum III  of 
February. 13  replaced Ringer. 
FIG. 15.  The same preparation as in figure I4.  At I7 adrenalin in  serum IV 
of  February  13,  I : 1,25o,ooo,  and at  19  adrenalin  in Ringer  I : 1,25o,ooo  replaced 
Ringer. 
FIG. 16.  A  fresh intestine preparation.  At 28  serum IV of  February  13  re- 
placed Ringer.  At 29  serum III  replaced serum IV.  At 36  serum  IV  replaced 
Ringer,  and  adrenalin  I: x2,5oo,ooo  in  serum  IV  replaced  serum  IV  at  37.  At 
40  Ringer  was  replaced by  serum  IV,  and  this at  41  by  adrenalin  I : 5oo,ooo  in 
serum IV. 
Fic.  17.  Intestine preparation.  At 2o  Ringer was  replaced by  serum  IV of 
February 14, and this at 21  by serum III  of February I4.  At 22  serum III  was 
displaced by serum IV.  At 24  serum IV replaced Ringer.  At 25  serum IV was 
replaced by serum II.  At 28 Ringer was replaced by serum IV, and this at 29 by 
adrenalin  I: I,ooo,ooo  in  serum  IV.  After  washing,  adrenalin  in  Ringer 
I : I,O0o,0oo replaced Ringer at 40. 
FIG.  18.  Uterus  preparation.  At  42  Ringer  was  replaced  by  serum  IV  of 
February  14,  and this  at  43  by  serum III.  At  46  serum  IV  was  added to  the 
preparation after washing.  At 47  serum IV  was  replaced by  serum  II.  After 
washing,  serum  IV  was  again  introduced  at  50,  and  was  replaced  at  5I  by 
adrenalin  I : i,ooo,ooo in serum IV. 
FIG.  19.  Intestine.  Serum  III  and  serum  IV  of  February  14,  after  being 
kept for forty-eight hours in the ice chest.  At 52  Ringer was replaced by serum 
IV,  and  this  at  53  by  serum  III.  At  55  Ringer  was  replaced  by  serum  IV, 
and this at  56  by adrenalin  I : 5,000,00o  in  serum IV.  At  57  adrenalin  I : 50o,ooo 
in  serum  IV  replaced  the  i:5,0oo,o0o  solution.  At  59  Ringer  was  replaced  by 
serum IV, and this at 6o by adrenalin I : I,OOO,O0o in serum IV. G.  N.  Stewart.  575 
PLATE  79. 
Fro.  20.  Uterus  preparation.  At  25  Ringer  was  replaced  by  serum  V  of 
February  I6  (drawn  twenty-four  hours  before),  and  this  at  26  by  adrenalin 
I  : 5,ooo,ooo in serum V.  At 28 Ringer was  replaced  by serum I  of  February  I4 
(obtained three days before), and this at 29 by serum III of February  I4. 
FIG.  2I.  The  same  intestine  preparation  as  in  figure  I9.  At 65  Ringer  was 
replaced by serum I  of February  I6, a  few hours after being drawn,  and  this at 
66 by serum III of February  I6.  At 68 Ringer was replaced by serum I  of Feb- 
ruary  I6, and at 69 additional  serum I  was run  into the cylinder.  At 70 serum I 
was  replaced by serum III.  At 75  Ringer was  replaced by serum II, and  this at 
76 by serum III. 
FIG. 22.  The  same intestine  preparation  as  used  in  figure 2I.  At 78  Ringer 
was  replaced  by  serum  VI  of  February  I6  (a  few  hours  after  the  blood  was 
withdrawn),  and  this  at  79  by  serum  V.  At 49  Ringer  was  replaced  by  serum 
VI, and  this at  5o by serum IV.  At 8I  Ringer  was  replaced  by  serum  VI, and 
this at 82 by serum III of February  16. 
Fro.  23.  Uterus  preparation.  At  84  Ringer  was  replaced  by  serum  lI  of 
February  I6  (a  few hours  after withdrawal),  and  this  at  85  by  serum  III.  At 
92  Ringer was  replaced  by serum  VI, and  this  at 93  by adrenalin  I : i,ooo,ooo in 
serum VI. 
FIG.  24.  Uterus.  At 9  serum  II  of  February  13  (obtained  four  days  pre- 
viously), and at lo serum III of February  13 replaced  Ringer.  At 2  Ringer was 
replaced by serum VI of February  I6, and this at 3 by serum III of February  16. 
At  15  Ringer was replaced by serum VI, and this  at  I6 by adrenalin  I  "  I,O00,O00 
in serum  VI.  At 22  Ringer was  replaced  by serum  V, and  this  at  23  by serum 
III  of February  16. 
FIG.  25.  The  same  uterus  preparation  that  was  used  for  figure  24.  At  5 
Ringer was replaced by diluted serum VI of February  I6, and this at 6 by diluted 
serum III of February  16, which at 7 was replaced by diluted serum VI. 
Fro.  26.  Intestine.  At 2  Ringer  was  replaced  by  serum  VI  of  January  22, 
at 4  by serum V, at 6 by serum  III of January 22, and  at 8  by serum III. 
FIG.  27.  The  same intestine  preparation  that  was  used  for figure 26.  At  Io 
Ringer was  replaced by serum II of January  22.  After washing,  the experiment 
was  exactly  repeated  at  i2.  At  14  Ringer  was  replaced  by  serum  I  of  Janu- 
ary 22. O.  N.  Stewart.  577 
PLATE  80. 
FIG.  28.  The  same  intestine preparation  as  that  used  for  figure  27.  At  I6 
Ringer was  replaced by serum  IV of January 22. 
FIG.  29.  Intestine.  At  I5  Ringer  was  replaced  by adrenalin  t:5o,ooo,ooo  in 
Ringer, and at  x6 the preparation was again beating in Ringer. 
Uterus preparation.  Sera  of  January 22 were  tested  four  hours  after with- 
drawal of blood.  At 34 Ringer was replaced by serum II, at 37 by serum III, at 
39 by serum I, and at 42 by serum IV  (the very small elevations on the curve are 
due  to  oxygen  bubbles).  At  50  Ringer  was  replaced  by  serum  III,  at  44  by 
adrenalin  x : 5o,ooo,ooo in Ringer, and at 55 by adrenalin  x : 5oo,ooo in Ringer. 
Fro.  3o.  Intestine.  At 4  Ringer was  replaced  by serum  B  of  January  I9,  at 
7  by serum A  of January  I9,  at  Io by adrenalin  t : 5o,ooo,ooo  in  Ringer,  and  at 
18 by adrenalin I : 5oo,ooo  in Ringer. 
FIG.  3I.  Intestine.  At  5  Ringer  was  replaced  by  serum  from  case  A,  and 
at 6  the oxygen  supply  was  increased.  At 27 Ringer  was  replaced  by adrenalin 
I : 1,pop,pop  in Ringer. 
Uterus  preparation.  At  33  Ringer  was  replaced  by  serum  from  case  A,  at 
38 Ringer was  replaced by adrenalin  I : 5oo,ooo  in Ringer. 
FIG.  32.  Intestine.  At  2  Ringer  was  replaced  by  serum  from  case  C,  at  O 
by serum from case B, at II by serum from case P, at 4 by adrenalin I : io,ooo,ooo 
in Ringer, and at  I4 by adrenalin  I : IS,pop,pop in Ringer. 
Fro.  33.  Uterus.  At  x9  half  of  the  Ringer  was  replaced  by  the  serum  of 
case  C.  At  2t  Ringer  was  completely  replaced  by  the  serum  of  C,  at  23  by 
serum  from  case  B,  and  at  25  by  serum  from  case  P.  At 26  the  preparation 
was beating in Ringer after washing. 
Fro.  34.  The  same  uterus  preparation  as  that  used  for  figure  33.  At  28 
Ringer  was  replaced  by  adrenalin  I:50,ooo,ooo  in  Ringer,  at  29  by  adrenalin 
I : I5,ooo,ooo,  and at 33 by adrenalin  I : i,ooo,ooo in Ringer. 
Fro.  35.  Intestine.  At 2  Ringer was  replaced by  serum  from  case  S.  At 4 
after washing,  Ringer was  again  replaced  by the  serum  from  S.  At  I7  Ringer 
was replaced by serum from S.  Note that the tone is now unaltered.  The lower 
time-trace belongs to observation x7. 
FIG. 36.  At  9  Ringer  was  replaced  by  serum  from  case  D,  at  I5  by  serum 
from  case  E,  and  at  I2  by  adrenalin  x:5,ooo,ooo  in  Ringer,  which  at  I3  was 
replaced  by adrenalin  l:2,5oo,ooo  in Ringer.  At 7, before  the  preparation  had 
lost the power  of  altering its tone,  Ringer was  replaced  by adrenalin in  Ringer 
I : 5,0009000. 
Fro.  37.  Intestine.  At  2  Ringer  was  replaced  by  serum  from  case  V,  and 
this at 3  by serum  from case G.  At 5  Ringer was  replaced by serum  from case 
W,  and this at 6  by serum  from case G.  At 2I  Ringer was  replaced  by  serum 
from case G; 22 in the continuation of the curve.  The lower time-trace belongs 
to observations 2I  and 22. 